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SUMMARY

Experimental testing of a model free rotating vaneless diffuser rig to

determine diffuser loss coefficients and static pressure recovery under

braked and free rotating conditions was conducted. The rig was operated

at entry Mach numbers up to unity with both vaned and vaneless diffusers

installed downstream. Two rotating diffuser widths wet ) tested.

A significant improvement in diffuser performance was achieved under

free rotating conditions, even though Ivage wakes generated by upstream

stationary swirl nozzles were present. Overall static pressure recovery

for the complete diffusion system in•creased approximately 20%, at free

rotating conditions corresponding to a tangential velocity ratio (diffuser/

Incident stream) of 0.43. The total pressure loss reduction between

braked and rotating conditions correlated with theoretical studies.

A mechanical design study to eamuine methods of integrating the

rotating diffueer into a complete gas turbine was also conducted uzd a

feasible preliminary design identified.
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FOREWORD

This final technical report co-erc all theoretical and -xperimental work

necessary to fulfill the requirements of contract DnAK02-71-C-0189

for DA Project 1G6637021D11-01. The contract, authorized by the U.S.

Army Mobility Equipment Research &ad Development Center, Fort Belvoir,

Virginia, was awarded to Solar Division of International Harvester

Company, 2200 Pacific Highway, San Diego, California on 26 October

1970. The program was conducted by Solar during the period 25 February

1971 to 29 February 1972.

The technical representative of the U.S. Army was Donald Faebm, Proaect

Engineer, Electroteehnology Department, USA MERDC.

The principal investigator responsible for the technical content, execution,

and liaison of the program was C. Rodgets. Mr. H. Mnew, Engineering

Staff Specialist, wa.s responsible for theoretical and data reduction

programs. Other Solar personnel engaged on the program included

L. Blinman, Program Manager, J. Thayer, Experimental Engineer,

D. Root, Design Engineer.
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SECTION 1

INTRODUCTION

Efficient small radial compressors, with higher pressure ratios and ade-

quate surge margins, are required for future gas turbines. Achieving these

requirements necessitates development of newer methods in reducing the en-

ergy losses associated with diffusion from supersonic flow conditions, and !n

increasing the stable operating ranges of diffusion systems between the

stalling and choking flow limits. One such method ie the replacement of

the vaneless diffuser section of a typical high pressure single stage

centrifugal compressor by a free rotating vansless diffuser, within which

the relative velocity Is subsonic and low loss diffusion can be achieved

by virtue of reduced shear forces between the flow and diffuser shrouds.

In order to Investigate the feasibility of free rotating diffusers for small

centrifugal compressors, an experimental program to design, manufacture,

and test a model rotating diffuser was sponsored by U.S. Army MERDC,

Reference No. 1. Although this program essentially established the

feasibility of the concept, difficulty was experienced in accurately

measuring the total pressure loss. This was primarily due to the

relatively small pressure levels involved in operating the diffuser at low

inlet Mach number conditions with atmospheric discharge pressure,

compared with normal instrumentation errors.

• t.+.++• ,• +<•'+•+ r'• +• ° . • •++• • ++ ̀+ +•`+`• • + +• • +:• +++++. ,.< +•, r+.... ..... .. +. .. +, ..... . ,.+... .. ++•+:,,+ • +.+1+



A continuatlon program was therefore awarded, by U. S. Army MERDC,

to operate the experimental free rotating diffuser model airflow rig up

to supersonic inlet Mach numbers in order to increase the pressure

levels and thereby minimize the effect of measurement errors. It was

further decided to more closely simulate the actual operating environment

of a free rotating vaneless diffuser, by incorporating a stationary vaned

diffuser downstream of the rotating diffuser. This t.arflow rig was to

be operated to determine rotating diffuser and overall diffuser system

loss coefficients and static pressure recoveries, together with braked

torques and free rotational speeds. The influence of three-dimensional

effect, on diffuser performance was to be investigated by testing

rotating diffusers with passage widths of 0.35 and 0.23 inch

respectively.

To complete the continuation program, a mechanical design study was

planned to study various methods of integrating a high pressure ratio

centrifugal compressor with a free rotating vaneless diffuser into a

complete gas turbine engine assembly. Both manufacturing methods and

various ways of supporting the rotating diffuser were to be examined,

and a selected preliminary engine layout prepared to define a compressor

system suitable for detail design and future rig or engine testing.

2 {q
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SECTION 2

THEORETICAL STUDIES

Performance Prediction

The analysis of the previous test program results (Reference No. 1) was

extended to cover the conditions of the current test program and the range

of potential applications. For this purpose the system of partial differential

and ancillary equations, which describe the compressible flow through

a rotating vaneless diffuser, was reprogrammed for solution using the

iBM system 360 Continuous System Modeling Program (CSMP). This

program is a digital analog simulator, similar to that used previously,

but can accept Fortran statements in addition to the functional analog

"blocks." The simulation is listed in Appendix 2, which corresponds

exactly to the analog schematic, figure 2-4 of Reference No. 1. The

program is oriented to the solution of time variant problems, and

it was necessary to replace time as the independent variable with

diameter ratio (DA)2 )* ljore exactly, (DR - 1) corresponds to time

with zero time occurring when D = D2, and increments in diameter ratio

correspond to increments in time. The integration procedure chosen

was the fixed step Runge-Kutta (RKSFX) method, " the integration

step size wao chosen from experience to ensure adequate accuracy

without excessive running time.

* Stations 2 and 3 refer to diffuser rotor entry and exit in the theoretical

analysis, whereas these planes are identified by suffixes 3 and 4 in the

test section.
3



Typical otput from the CSMP program is shown in figures 1, 2, and 3,

where rotating vaneless diffuser performance parameters are plotted

versus inlet Mach number M2 for a diffuser diameter ratio D3 /D2 = 1.3,

and tfr inlet angles a2 of 70, 75 amd 80 degrees respectively. Theoretical

perfom nances at other diameter ratios and Inlet flow conditions can be

obtained using the CSIIP program listed in Appendix 2.

4 9
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SECTION 3

EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT AND PROCEDURE

3.1 TEST RIG DESCRIPTION

A schematic drawing of the test cell layout is shown in figure 4. The

operating controls and instrumentation readout devices were located in

the control room outside of the test cell. Figure 5 shows the general

arrangement of the experimental equipment.

A cross-section of the rotating vaneless diffuser test rig, assembly number

110417, is shown in figure 6. The rig was assembled with either one of

two nominal channel widths by incorporating the appropriate rotor and

vanes. The -0 assembly had a nominal channel width of 0.350 inch and

the -100 assembly had a nominal channel width of 0.230 inch. The rotating

vaneless diffuser assembly was composed of a •ain;s steel main disk

and an aluminum outer annular disk. The outer disk was supported from

the main disk by seven circular struts of 0.038-inch diameter for the -0

assembly and 0.025-inch diameter for the -100 assembly. A light press

fit and epoxy adhesive retained the struts in match drilled holes in both

disks.
5

5
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Sixteen adjustable swirl generating nozzles provided diffuser Inlet swirl at !

angles between 65 and 80 degrees to the radial outflow direction. A major

change, incorporated into the rig for this test program, was the addition of

fixed channel diffuser vanes at the exit of the rotating vaneless diffuser.

These vanev were set at either one of two throat gap settings or, In some

instances, were omitted entirely. In this latter case of a vaneless down-

stream diffuser, small circular spacers were used in the flow path for

structural support.

Static pressure taps and fittings for mounting thermocouples and Kiel

total-pressiur probes were installed In the inlet duct and forward flange

assembly, P/N 110338, and in the aft outer flange, P/N 110339. It may be

seen in figure 6 that the outer disk of the rotating diffuser was partially

enclosed by a sliding ring, P/N 110340, fitted In the forward flange. The

sliding ring Incorporated two 0.100-inch-diameter holes, one at the

rotating diffuser inlet radius, and one at the exit radius. The two holes

in the sliding ring enabled the Insertion of a total pressure-yaw angle

traversing probe into the airstream at selected circumferential positions

at the rotating diffuser exit and inlet. A base for mounting and indexing

the traversing probe actuator was provided. The four stnds of the sliding

ring were used to locate and attach the base to the outside of the forward I

flange. A bracket located directly behind the speed sensig nut of the

rotating diffser support asaft mounted an electromagnetic inductance

probe for upted sensing.

6



3.2 INSTRUMENTATION

The test rig instrumentation is listed in Table 1.

Provisions were made for traversing the rotating diffuser inlet and exit for

total presture and yaw angle. A specially fabricated cobra head probe,

Incorporating a miniature sized head to minimize air blockage in the flow

channel, was used for the traverse; see figure 7. The probe was mounted

in a subminiature, electronically controlled, L.C. Smith traverse actuator.

The probe could be positioned at any desired depth In the channel, or a

continuous traverse made. The side ports of the cobra probe were con-

nected to a differential pressure transducer, which in turn was connected to

the L.C. Smith Automatic Angle Control. This control sensed any pressure

unbalance between the two side ports and automatically controlled the actuator

to maintain the pressure balance and keep the probe directed upstream.

The resulting yaw angle was fed to the X-Y-Y' plotter. The center, or total,

pressure port of the cobra probe was attached to a manometer or to a

pressure transducer. The signal from the pressure transducer was amplified

in the signal conditioner and then fed to the X-Y-Y' plotter.

Prior to installing the traversing equipment in the test rig, the cobra head

probe was individually calibrated for total pressure readout at subsonic

and transonic flows in nozzle sections with 0. 32- and 0. 20-inch openings. The

entire traversing system was then calibrated for both total pressure and yaw

angle readout and was found to have essentially no error. The installation of

the traversing equipment in the air flow rig is shown in figure 5.

7
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3.3 METHOD OF TEST

Rig performance runs were made with full instrumentation connected. Testing

of the 0.350-inch chanmel-width assembly was conducted first, followed by test-

tng with the 0.230-Inch channel-width assembly. Variations of rotating vane-

less diffuser (RVD) aerodynamic conditions were achieved by varying the total

to static pressure ratio (P1 /p - inlet duct to RVD exit) and by changing the
4

swirl nozzle throat opening. The rotating diffuser was also tested with and

without a downstream channel vaned diffuser and in the braked and free

rotating condition. The rotor braking torques were measured with a simple

load arm and weights.

For each data point, continuous axial traverses were made at six circum-

ferential positions at both the rotor inlet and exit. A typical axial traverse

of the flow angle and total pressure from the cobra probe Is shown in figure 8.

Oscillation of the angle (yaw) trace was a result of the continuous nulling of

the probe around the maximum total pressure point. Physical limitations of

the traverse equipment necessitated traversing slightly ahead and aft of the

rotor. Traverse station diameters were b. 8 and 8.0 inches compared to

rotor ID and OD of 6.0 and 7. 8 inches.

The maximum overspeed limit for the 0.350-inch-channel assembly was

22,000 r.p.m..The overspeed limit of the 0.230-inch-channel assembly was

20,000 r.p.m.

8 I!



3.4 TEST CONFIGURATIONS

The various test configurations, operating presmure ratios P, P4 and

corresponding data points are listed in Table 2. The 0.35-inch-width rotor

was tested with three downstream diffuser configurations; i.e., vaned

diffuser throat openings of 0.495 and 0.426 inch and a vaneless diffuser.

The 0.23-inch rotor was tested with the vaned diffuser throat opening of

0.495-inch and a vaneless diffuser. The vaned diffuser area ratios (exit/

throait) and throat to exi7t channel lengths for the 0.495 and 0.426 throats

were 1.96, 2.22, and 3. 8 Inches, respectively.

The aerodynamic features of the diffuser rig are shown in figures 9 and 10.

Figure 11 shows a comparison of the 0.35- and 0.23-inch-width rotors.

3.5 DATA REDUCTION

Reduction of the test measurements to rotating diffuser performance

parameters was conducted on computer program p419 RVD DATA Reduction

Program", written in Fortran rV language, and stored for instant access in

the IBM 360/50 system.

The program analysis is based on the following itnstrmentation and procedures:

" Flow measurement by an upstream ASME sharp edged orifice

"• Swirl nozzle inlet total pressure and temperature

"* Swirl nozzle throat static pressure

*Diffuser rotor inlet wall static pressure

• Diffuser rotor exit wall static pressure

9



0 Vaned diffuser throat static pressure

* Vaned diffuser throat total pressure

v Vaned diffuser exit static pressure

9 Vaned diffuser exit total pressure

Vaned diffuser exit total temperature

a Rotational speed

Total pressures and yaw angles from the cobra traverse probe were manually

transcribed from the -7-Y plotter both at the diffuser rotor inlet and exit for

input into the program 419. Pressures and angles were read at the six

circumferential stations covering one nozzle pitch and the end points (wake to

wake), checked for continuity, and averaged. At each circumferential station,

pressures and angles were read at the centers of five equally spaced axial

rings, which in conjunction with the five circumferential stations formed a

25-point traverse input at the diffuser rotor entry and exit respectively.

For a large part of the testing, the traverse probe was In the nozzle vane

wake making Its angle reading of doubtful accuracy; nevertheless, all

measurod angles were used for input.

Pressure loss and static pressure recoveries were based upon mass

averaged total pressures and averaged wall static pressures. Meqasured

flow angles were also mass averaged and used to compute flow blockages

atsttons 3 and 4.

10



All manometer pressure data was recorded twite, once prior and once

subsequent to inlet and exit traversing, which required approximately

50 minutes. Data reductions were made for both data sets and subsequently

examined to check continuity.

Typical program output for data point 37 is listed in Table 3. Test

* geometry, rotor speed ratio, airflow, static pressure recoveries, and

total prossure loss coefficients are listed prior to tabulation of the vector

conditions at each measurement station.

Reduced data for both diffuser rotor widths are listed in Tables 4, 5, and 6.

N



SECTION A

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Performance testing of the various diffuser onflgurations was conducted

with full Instrumentation over the range of conditins shown in Table 2.

At each of these conditions (braked and rotating), axial traverses at six

equally spaced circumferential positions over one swirl generating

nozzle pitch were conducted at the Inlet and exit of the model free rotating

vaneless diffuser rotor. Traverse station inlet and exit diameters were

5.8 and 8.0 inches respectively, compared to actual rotor inlet and exit

diameters of 6.0 and 7.8 inches respectively. In order to compare test

results with theoretical predictions, it was necessary to adjust theoretical

pressure loss computations to include additional losses over the stationary

vaneless space diffusion path between the 5.8- to 6. 0-Inch-, and 7.8- to

8. 0-inch-diameter sections.

4.1 DIFFUSER ROTOR INLET AND EXYT FLOW DISTRIBUTIONS

Stationary swirl nozzle ýmss aI %ble to t 5 degrees of the nominal angle

setting, were uaeO -. arlm,,e o.1e flObw conditions representative of a

centrifugal ce ,- '. ,'i...,-,, The nozzles were designed as an axial

cascade to give the wro.ect outlet angle and then converted to a circular

cascade by transformation, Reference No. 1. The minimum number of

nozzle vanes, consistent with the solidity requirements for the amount of

Preceding page blank 13



desired turning, was originally selected to reduce the number of wakes and

provide a larger traverse area. Unfortunately, this resulted in a low

aspect ratio of 0.25 which proved to be conducive to Increased secondary

flow losses.

Diffuser Inlet absolute Mach number over one swirl nozzle pitch is shown

isometrically on figure 12. This distribution was typical of the inlet flow

conditions generated by the upstream stationary swirl nozzles for all tests.

The core flow is near symmetrical,but separation from the nozzle suction

surce aft of the nozzle throzt added to the wake from the nozzle trailing

edge resulted in a nonuniform shear flow adjacent to the suction surface.

The relati•, ,osition of the separated flow zone in relation to the fixed

traverse stations altered with each particular setting of the nozzle throats.

Although the pattern was repeatable in geoneral fo-, a considerable

variation in calculated inlet flow blockage B3 was experienced from 0.05

to 0.20, with an average value of 0.13. For a large part of the testing,

the traverse probe at the diffuser rotor inlet was in the swirl nozzle

wake, making its angle reading of doubtful accuracy.

The nozzle suction surface separation was substantiated by lampblack flow

trnces shown on figure 13. Attempts to delay nozzle separation by increas-

ing tutbulence with a close mesh screen forward of the nozzle leading edge

did not materially change the exit flow distribution. Rather than attempt a

nozzle redesign to provide improved diffuser rotor entry flow conditions,

It was considered judicious, at that time, to continue diffuser performance

evaluation toeting.

14



This type of spiral vortex flow, with the time-steady wakes from the nozzle vanes

and zones of time-steady separation, is not representative of the flow at the

discharge of an actual centrifugal compressor impaUer where rapid mixing

takes place. It is for ti reason that caution is necessary in intarpretation

of the res~lts In terms of absolute loss level and absolute static pressure

recoveries.

Axial and circumferential variations of diffuser rotor inlet and exit absolute

Mach numbers for salected data points are shown in figures 14 thru 18 in

terrzo of local to mass averaged values of M3 and M4 . Braked and free-

rotating traverse plots are shown on each separate figure for comparison.

Examinatton of these Mach uumber ratio riots reveals the type of inlet flow

• previously discussed, with the Lwirl nozzle wake affecting flow symmetry.

The wake appears to propagite to the diffuser rotor exit, but diminishes in

strength, whereas the main throtaghflow at the exit tends to migrate toward

the aft shroud. This migration diminishes under free rot-.ing conditions,

which together with a reduced variation of exit Mach number ratio M4/*'M4

average indicates a general flow smoothing effect. Attempts were made to

obtain diffuser rotor shroud boundary layer flow patterns by the injection

of oil, followed by lampblack, into the flow system. The Intent was to show

* the shorter relative streamline path, compared to the longer spiral vortex

path in the main core flow. Various proportions of oil and lampblack were

tried, but all were unsuccessful due to centrifuging of the wail oil films in

an almost radially outward direction.

15



The diffuser rotor Inlet profiles were eorentlally simlar with both the 0. 35-

and 0.23-Inch width rotors except that the nozzle losses Increased (see

Section 4.9.2) with the smaller idth .--tor due to a reduction In aspect

ratio from 0. 25 to 0. 16.

At the termdination of the test program, the chord of •the swirl nom'l.e vas

reduced from 1. 33 to 0.90 inches, by Vrinding away the aleo4in edge in

an attempt to Improve the diftser entry flow distLetton, and by increase of

the nozfrv as-ect ratio. Tests with the modlfied nozzle ahowed essentially

the •,•e diffuer performinee aR previoudly mauured for data poiaU

21 to 28. It is considered, therefore, fat either an increase in nozzle e'ane

number cr decrease in auction surface back curvature would be required

to improve the diffuser entry flow comlitlons.

4.2 DIFFUSER TEST PERFORMANCES

4.2.1 0_, -Inch-Width Rotor

The 0. 36-Inch-width free rotating vaneless diffuser was flow tested with two

vaned difluser conflguration and a vaneless difuser downstream of the

rotor. Diffuser performance both across the rotor and over the complete

diffusion system Is shown on figure 19 for a vaned diffuser throat opening

of 0.495 inch and the vaaeles diffuser. Static pressure recoveries, total

pressure lose coefficients, air angles, and Mach numbers are shown

plotted against an abacana of diffuser rotor inlet flow function W,/T3/P 3.

SWeoleon of the inlet flow fkwton as a oorrelating performance parameter

rather than Inlet flow wngle was made to avoid daet scatter from the
.

18
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measured flow angle. It can be shown that for Mach numbers in the range

0.8 to 1.1, the flow angle (fixed annulus geometry) is proportioned to

W J-T3/P3. The data shown on figure 19 was obtained with two settings

of the swirl generating nozzles (Ot 0. 38 and 0. 31 inch).- Of primary

significance to an increase in peak overall static pres~ure recovery p3-6from

0.54 braked to 0.66 free rotating, &mounting to a 22% increase in static

pressure recovery. Figure 20 shows the estimated influence of diffuser

static pressure recovery on efficiencies of typical high pressure ratio

single stage centrifugal compressors. A 22% Increase in Cp would

provide an increase in overall efficiency of between 4 and 5% points.

Performance data with the second vaned diffuser (OD 0.426-inch) and a

vaneless diffuser downstream is shown on figure 21. Peak overall static

pressure recovery increases from 0.52 braked to 0.64 free rotating, again

amount'ng to a substantial 22% increase in static pressure recovery. Rotor

performance Cp 3 and AP.3 is essentially independdnt of the down-
p 3-4 3-4q3i

stream diffuser configuration (i.e. vaned or vaneless).

Total pressure loss coefficients, both braked and free rotating across the

rotor, AP 3 _4 !q3 , are shown plotted against rotor inlet Mach number M.

on figure 22 for all test conditions with the 0. 35-inch-width rotor. The

difference in lose coefficient between braked and free rotating operation

correlates closely with the theoretical studies as is discuss%--- later.

The characteristics of the swirl genezating nozzles employed with the 0.35-
Inch-width rotor are shown in figurs 23. Increase in exit Mach aumber

results in a considerable increase in nozzle loss coefficient, probably

17
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due to the diffusion process commencing from the nozzle throat outwards,

requiring supersonic conditions (M2 > 1.05) at the nozzle th0oat to reach

sonic conditions at the rotor entry. The relatively low static pressure

recovery of 0.54 under braked conditions is entirely due to the poor flow

distribution generated by the stationary swirl nozzles (B3 avg = 0.13) and

is typicai oi the results obtained by Wolf and Johnston, Reference No. 2,

for diffusers with nonuniform inlet veloctiy profiles.. Considerably

smoother flow Is generated by high performance centrifugal compressors

which additionally create rapid mixing due to high rotational speeds.

Static pressure recoveries of 0.70 have been measured for similar

channel diffusers operating up to entry Mach numbers of unity on Solar

centrifugal compressor rigs.

The decrease in overall static pressure recovery with increasing Inlet

flow, shown on figure 19, is a consequence of approaching stationary vaned

diffuser chosce. Choke data was obtain•d with a swirl nozzle throat opening

Ot of 0.380 inch. In order to determine diffuser performance close to

stall, the swirl nozzle throat opening was reduced to 0.310 uA..ch. No clear

evidence of stall was apparent at the reduced flows, although it does

appear that both the overall static pressure recovery and loss coefficient

are approaching their maximum and minimum levels.

4.2.3 0.23-Inch-Width Rotor

The 0.23-inch-width free rotating vaneless diffuser was flow tested with one

vaned diffuser configuration and a veleos diffuser downstream of the

rotor.

18
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Diffuser performance both across the rotor and over the complete diffusion

system, is shown on figure 24. Peak overall static pressure recovery

increases from 0.49 braked to 0.6 free rotating, providing the same

percentage increase (22%) In static pressure recovery as the 0.35-inch

rotor.

Total pressure loss coefficients, both braked and free rotating,,APS3 . 4 /q 3 ,

are shown plotted versus rotor inlet 3ach numbers M3 on figure 25. Swirl

generating nozzle flow characteristics for the 0. 23-inch rotor are shown

on figure 26.

4.3 FREE ROTATING SPEEDS

Free rotating speeds (r.p.m.) and speed ratios U3/Cu 3 for the two rotor

widths tested are shown plotted on figure 27 versus inlet Mach number M3 .

The speed ratio U3/Cu3 remained essenthl-Uy constant at 0.43 over the

range of operating conditions for both rotating diffuser widths, indicating

the effect of passage width on the wall shear forces was small.

It was calculated that the increase in friction coefficient for the smaller

width rotor would be approximately 9%, swd that the U3/C6 at free

rotating conditions (with the same parasitic resisting drag characteristic)

would therefore increase ately 2%. Further reductions in passage

width would of course finally result in encroachment of the two shroud

boundary layers with a resulting Couette type flow.

19



4.4 FRICTION COEFFICIENTS

Theoretical performance predictions for vaneless diffuser systems were

completed assuming a constant friction coefficient Cf of 0. 005. It was

possible to experimentally determine friction coefficients for the model

airflow rig using two methods discussed as follows:

4.4.1 Braked Torque Method

Diffuser net torque under braked (Us/Cua = 0) conditions was measured

using a simple load arm. The torques measured under these conditions

are listed in Tables 4, .5, and 6,amn include the drag of the small diameter

supporting struts. Separating out the st ut drag (turbulent flow conditions

CD = . 0), it was possible, to determine the torque generated by frictional

shear along both shrouds of the diffuser and to thereby calculf z the

friction coefficient using the expression:

2 b Torque cos 1 43

f (r 3Cu 3 + r 4 Cu 4 ) (r 4 - r 3 )

Where Cf = friction coefficient based on mass averaged core flow conditions.

4.4.2 Traverse Probe as- Preston Tube

The Preston tube technique, Reference No. 3, ie a convenient method

for mwasuremet of wall ahea'm .tr" over smooth boundaries. The technique

Involvas tb use of a small 'oalibed probe plaoed on the wall to measure

Etapation pressure. Refermnce No. 4 suM sted the us of a yaw probe as

Preoan tube, an Referouc No. 5 gives a simplfled method of calcula

20
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the local (wall) friction coefficient Cf from Preston tube data. The method

used herein was to use the traverse probe stagnation pressures at the

shroud, the shroud static pressure, core flow velocity, and the probe

diameter to calculate Cf at the inlet to the diffuser rotor.

4.4.3 Comparision of Test Friction Coefficients

Both Cf core and Cf wall calculated from braked torque and traverse probe

readings (clear of the swirl nozzle wake) are compared on figure 28 against

an abscissa of core flow Reynolds number defined as:

b (C3 +4)/2

Relatively good agreement of both experimentally derived friction coeffi-

-0.2cients with the relationship Cf = 0. 046 Re is apparent.

4.5 COMPARISON OF TEST AND THEORETICAL PERFORMANCES

As mentioned previously, the distorted flow from the stationary swirl nozzles

makes comparison of the theoretical and test performances of the free

rotating diffuser difficult. The theoretical model (Appendix 2) assumed the

only loss source was that incurred in frictional resistance along the

diffuser shrouds. Pressure losses in the experimental model with the

distorted entry flow comprise frictional resistance, mixing, and secondary

flow losses. Under these conditions, it was only possible to achieve a

complete diffusion system braked static pressure recovery of 0.54 with

an average inlet blockage factor, B3, of 0.13, for the 0.35-inch-width rotor.

21



Higher static pressure recoveries (up to 0. 70 at Solar) are attainable

with cleaner mixed flow from well designed centrifugal compressor

components. The minimum braked lows coefficient across the 0.35-inch-

width rotor for an inlet angle, a., of 70 degrees and Mach number of

0.95 was 0.243 compared to a theormically predicted value of 0.08.

This large difference in absolute lose coefficient is attributed to loss

sources (secondary, mixing, etc.) other than friction.

Further examination of the test data, however, did reveal a consistent

correlation of theoretical and test results when the los difference

AP 3 -4 1 3 [bned - rotatin) was compard.

The theoretical performance program described In Appendix 2 was used

to predict the loss difference for the experimental model diffuser and

included those additional friction losses along the stationary sections of

the flow path between stations 3 and 4 necessary for traversing.

Theoretically predicted model diffuser performance is shown on figure 29

for a range of inlet Mach numbers and inlet flow angles. Data from fig-

ure 29 is compared to actual test loss differences at various operating

conditions in Table 7. Thfs comparison reveals close agreement and

leads to the conclusion that the measured loss difference is that basically

arising from reduction in frictional losses. This is substantiated by two

other Independent measurements, for in order to obtain such an agreement

between measured and theoretical friction loss, the test friction loss

coefficient Cf should be close to that assumed (Cf = 0. 005) in the analytical

model. The plot of test friction coeffiolents figure 28) from both braked

22



torque measurements, and use of the traverse probe as a Preston tube,

do indeed independently substantiate the measured loss differences from

the trarerse data.

Summarulng, the experiments have demonstrated the substantial reduction

in friction lose that can be obtained In vaneless diffusers by rotating the

sidewalls. The absolute performance level of any diffusion system (either

stationary or rotating) will always be dependent upon the inlet flow profile,

cleaner flows leading to higher performances.

In these particular exploratory experiments, it was considered prudent

to start with a simulated idlet flow condition rather than immediate

evaluation on an actual compressor rig. I is now evident that the simulated

flow was quite different in nature to that discharging from a high speed

rotating impeller; nevertheless, the experiments have demonstrated the

theoretical performance predictions, and the next phase in the development

of the supersonic diffusion concept should involve actual performance

evaluation in a compressor test rig.
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SECTION 5

CONCLUSIOM

* Theoretical studies, corroborated by experiments, have shown that

frictional losses In vaneless diffusers for centrifugal compressors

can be reduced by 70% by allowing the diffuser to rotate at tangential

"speed ratios (rotor/incident stream) above 0.4.

* Overall static pressure recovery for a vaneless diffuser of diameter

ratio 1.3, followed by a vaned diffuser system, can be increased

22% by rotating the vaneless section at speed ratios above 0.4.

* It is estimated that an Increase In overall compressor efficiency of

between 4 and 5% points could be obtained by installing a free rotating

vaneless diffuser in an advanced high pressure ratio single stage

centrifugal compressor.

* Free rotating diffusers do tend to smooth out distorted entry flow

profiles,thereby inducing increased flow ranges and higher perform-

ances for downstream diffusion systems.

* Tests on two rotors with passage widths of 0.35 and 0.23 inch revealed

no significant three dimensional effects on the reduction in frictional

losses from braked to free rotating conditions. Free rotating speed

ratioa U3/Cu3 were essentially the same for both diffuser rotors at

constant incident flow conditions.
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* An application design study was completed, establishing that the concept

of integrating a free rotating vaneless diffuser in an advanced 100 kW

gas turbine is feasible ad will provide performance improvements at the

the expense of increased cost and complezity.

26



SECTION 6

RECOMMENDATIONS

Development of the free rotating vaneless diffuser should be continued

to the stage of evaluating Its performance in an actual high-pressure-

ratio centrlfugai-compressor rig.

The rotating diffuser configuration recommended for compressor

test rig evaluation Is an integrally machined assembly with fifteen

(or more) airfoil-shaped "neutral" front-shroud-supporting vanes.

Due to the complex mechanical structural configuration of the free

rotating diffuser and the relatively high tip speeds at which the

cantilevered aseembly operates, a mechanical test program should

be conducted to determine distortions, burst speed, etc., prior

to aerodynamic testing.

27/5
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SECTION 7

GLOSSARY

- Effective area
B Boundary layer blockage = 1 -Eometric area

b Blade heigbt inch/ft

C Velocity f.p.s.

C Static pressure recovery (based
on mass averaged dynamic head)

C Local skin friction coefficient

Cf Skin friction coefficient based
on core flow

D Diameter inch

G Gravitational constant ft./sec. 2

L Length inch

M Mach number

N Rotational speed r.p.m.

0t Swirl nozzle throat opening Inch

OD Vaned diffuser throat opening inch

P Total pressure p.s. i. 0.

p Static pressure p. s. i.L

q Dynamic pressure p.s. i. a.

r Radius inch

T Total temperature 0 R

t Static temperature OR

U Tangentlal speed f.p.s.

W Airflow lb. /sec.

Preceding page blank 29



GREEK

SStreamline angle degree

I. Blade angle degree

SKinematic viscosity lb.-ft./sec. 2

A Difference

Efficiency

p Density lb. /ft 3

SUBSCRIPTS

1 Swirl nozzle or compressor inlet

2 Swirl nozzle or compressor exit

3 Rotating diffuser inlet

4 Rotating diffuser exit

5 Vaned diffuser inlet

6 Vaned diffuser exit

C Compressor

U Tangential direction

NOTE: Stations 3 and 4 refer to diffuser rotor entry and exit in the test

progmm section, whereas these planes are identified by

suffixes 2 and 3 in the theoretical analysis reference Appendix 2.
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TABLE 2. TEST CONFIGURATIONS

DATA ROTOR NOMINAL SWIRL VANED PRESSURE
POINT WIDTH U3  NOZZLE DIFFUSER RATIO

INCH CU3  tP

INCH INCH

1 0.35 0 0.380 VANELESS 1.5
2 0.35 0 0.380 VANELE 1.66
6 0 0 . VAELESS 1.4

0. 0.35 0.47 0.380 VANELESS 1.5
8 0.35 0.47 0.380 VANE LESS 1.66

10 0.35 fl 0.380 0.495 1.3
11 0.35 0 3 80 0.495 1.4
12 0.35 0 0.380 0.495 1. 5
13 0.35 0 0.380 0.495 1.66
14 0.35 0.44 0.380 0.495 1.3
15 0.35 0.44 0.380 0,495 1.4 ..
f6 0.35 0.44 f,. 180 0.495 1.5
17 0.35 0.44 0.380 0.495 '1. _
21 0.35 0 0.310 0.495 1.3
22 0.35 0 0.310 0.495 1.4
23 0.35 0 0.310 0.495 1.5
24 0.35 0 0.310 0. 45 1.66
25 o. 0.42 0.310 0.495 3.3
26 . 0.42 1 0.310 0.495 1.427 0.35 0 . 43 o-0.-n0 0. 495 ... .--- 5,

28 0.35 ?.43 0.310 0.495 1.66
30 0.35 0 0.267 0.426 1.331 0. T5 0 0.,26'7 0.426 1.5

"32 0.35 0 0.267 0.426 1.8
33 0.35 0 0.267 0.A426 1.8
34 0.35 0.42 _0. 2,6?_ 0j,26 •1.3 .

35 0.35 0.42 0.267 0.E426 1.536 0.35 0.42 0 . 267 0 426 1. 7
S37 C. 35 0.45 0.267 0.426 1. 8

38 0.35 0 . .. 0.267 .... VAITEIESS 1.3
S39 0.35 0 P k•67 VANELESS 1.5 _

40 0 0.267 VANELESS 1.7
41 5. 3 0.41 0. 267 VANELESS 1.3
42 -' 0.43 0.267 VARE 1.5
43 0.35" 0_._3 - C 267 VANELESS 1.7

_4 0.23 0 0.310 0.495 1.3
45 0. 2• 0 0.310 0.45.
46 0.23 0 0.310 0.495 1. 7
47 0.23 0 0.310 0.495 1.8
48 0.23 0.42 0.310 [ 0.495 '].3 .....
49 0.23 0.43 0.310 0.495 1.5go 5 i-0.23 - "-fi- I04 R... 0-"i 0,4 ..-- ,,1.

51 0.2, '0.44 0.. 10 0.495 1. 8
52 0.23 0 0.429 VANELESS 1.3
53 0.23 0 0.429 VANEIESS 1.5

6- 0.23 0.43 0. 42? VANELESS 1.3
57 0.23 0.43 0.429 VANELESS 1.5

35
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TABLE 3

P-419 RVD DATA REDUCTION PROGRAM

ROYATING VANELESS DIFFUSE•, BLO 2C. SNG .267# DVG *426,CELL 30/5
DATA POINT 37
NnZZLE T i4;tAT 0 2668 1-VANED DIF TI'0AT 0.0:260 INVAN1ED DIF EXIT WIDTH 0.9670 INSPEED 16600 RPMKASS FLOW 0.6803 PPSSPEED RATIO IU3/CU3) 0.4463
RVD CP (3-.4 .o.oo ...... . 0.2801VAN•ED OTF CO 4•(-6) ........... 0.6100VID DIF t° -6°.•t.. 0.5078ýP'ALL DIF CP 3--6i 1.°..... * . 0.5837

0.2145VAfiED DIF tL- {5-61/05,...a .... 0.2774
D7ALL D6I0" 0-308 9.06)!73. .... °.o50.3239
N1Z.Z001 EL 0.E 09.0194
CONqDIT ION AT ST 3 ALSH., 70.28 AL3TH ?3.94 CRS- 337.47 CU3* 941.37
CODI•DTION AT ST 4 AL4HM 77.31 AL4,TH 77.06 CA•,,m t55.30 CU6•, 639.80

STAT1I3N $T1 ST2 ST`3 ST4I STS ST&
CIAMET ER. IN 2.69 --q 5. 8000 8.0000 -- ,-
CHANH WtOTH, tl 0.6722 0.32•00 0.3200 0.3600 0.3610 0.361C:GErJ AlEA 50 1"1 5.6786 1. 3660 5.0308 9.0479 2.3043 5°23ý-%BLOCKAGE FAC'.T 1-0000 0. 99SO 0- 8196 1.0195• 0.93!8 0.833i

.FLO PEA4SDIN 56786 1.3592 1.6217 2.0260 2.1656 4.3,3CFL A0.1268 .S306 O5312 0.4701 0.43.4 O.Z327.ACH 0 O1356 1.0503 0. 9689 0. 550 0.5803 0.2615PUPS 0137 ?.0089O 1.o259 1.3333 1.2562 1.0417TT/TS 1.3,0039 .2203 .1875 1.0857 1.0673 1.013-PT FS£A 216.910 L.*6496 I9.2242 16.3929 16.4430 15.5"27PS 21 '878 10.7767 q.q812 12 230? 13.0.497 14.79Z7TT R26.?000 f26.7000 525ý-o00 57?.'o00 526.7000 526.7•,cYS Q; 524.6565 431.6082 443;5420 495.1289 493.5054 5L9.63:'VELOCITY FPS 156.7630 1069*3843 1000.0342 707.0632 631.8240 Z92.1769

PROBE DEPTHS or- vMERSIOaw
STA1 .43 3 4.12 0.096 0.160 0.224 0.288STATUN 4 -. 0 0.036 O.lOi 0.180 0.252

PROBE DEPTHS OF j'"14ER$ION
STAT13N 3 0.024 0.0
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TABLE 7

COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL AND TEST PERFORMANCES

LOSS DIFFERENCE
ROTOR AIR ANGLE MACH AP 3-4/q3 [Brnked-Rotating]
WIDTH a 3  NUMBER

INCH DEG M3  Theory Test

0.35 67 0.8 0.052 0.045

0.35 67 0.9 0.057 0.047

0.35 67 1.0 0.062 0.050

0.35 70 0.8 0.062 0.082

0.35 70 0.9 0.067 0.082

0.35 70 1.0 0.072 0.082

0.35 72 0.8 0.068 0.076

0. 35 72 0. 9 0.075 0. 080

0. 35 72 1.0 0.082 0. 084

0.23 69 0.8 0.060 0.110

0.23 69 0.9 0.065 0. 112

0. 23 69 1.0 0. 070 0. 115

0.23 63 0.86 0.040 0. 048

0.23 63 0.9 0.042 0.051
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.NOW

1. INTODUCTION

A preliminary mechanical design study to examine methods of integrating the

rotating vaneless diffuser into an advanced gas turbine generator set, with

a high-pressure-ratio, single-stage centrifugal compressor, was completed as

part of the program work statement. A generator set with an output of 100 kW

was studied with a design goal specific fuel consumption of 1. 0 Ib/kW-hr.

2. CYCLE CAL4CULATIONS

A turbine Inlet temperature of 1500*F was selected for cycle calculations at

standard sea level 60*F day conditions. This relatively low turbine inlet

temperature is necessary in order to flat rate a 100 kW up to the extreme

ambient condition of 5, 000 feet altitude and 107*F, where the approximate

turbine inlet temperat~ure would be 1850"F.

Figure 30 shows the results of cycle calculations, where compressor efficiency

•is plotted versus pressure ratio with specific fuel consumption (SFC) as a

parameter. In order to achieve the design goal SFC, a pressure ratio of 9. 0

is required with a compressor adiabatic efficiency of 84%; substantially

higher than to currently atta~nable with conventional single stage centrifugal

compressors.

3. SOMPRESSOR PERFORMANCE

7hU performance of 9. 0:1 single stage centrifugal *compre.asor designed for a

specific , ed NS = 65. 0 (r. p. m., C. f .s0" ft.-" wta •qesncfe

rotating vaneless diffuser followed by a subsonic vaned diffuser system was studied

as a p~ssIble candidate configuration to meet the required efficiency level of 84%.

7.
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The moderately low specific speed was selected for compatibility with an existing

MERDC designed 9. U :1 centrifugal compressor, with a rotating vaneless/vaned

diffuser system, for which extensive Impeller design information was avaitjble.

Impeller efficiency was stipulated at 91. 5% with a blading load distribution pro-

viding smooth outlet flow conditions at an absolute flow angle of 75 degrees (to

radial). The estimated performance of the existing design impeller, mated

with a free rotating vaneleas supers atc diffuser, followed by a subsonic

stationary diffuser, is shown in figure 31. This performance was computed

assuming the losses in the free rotating diffuser were entirely frictional,

with smooth entry and exit fl6w conditions; the subsequent subsonic stationary

diffuser being therefore capable of attaining a static pressure recovery

coefficient of 0. 7. Figure 31 indicates that overall compressor efficiency

increases significantly with increasing rotating diffuser diameter ratios up

to to 1.3, after which the rate of efficiency increase diminishes. The

rotating vaneless diffuser exit Mach number for a d.ameter ratio of 1. 3 and

a free speed ratio of 0. 47 is comfortably subsonic at 0. 85, with an estimated

overall compressor adiabatic efficiency of 84. 5%. A diffuser rotor diameter

of 1.3 was therefore selected for further study.

4. ENCI TE PERFORMANCE ESTIMATES

Detailed estimated performance of a 100 kW gas turbine generator set, with a

single stage centrifugal compressor equipped with a 1.3 diameter ratio free ro-

tating vaneless diffuser developing an overall pressure ratio of 9.0, is listed in

Table 8. Estimated specific fuel 6onsumptions at rated '100 kW output are 0. 653

"lb./hp.-hr, and 1.0 lb. /kW-hr., with an alternator efficiency of 87.4%. Required corn-

pressor airflow is 2.1 lb./sec. which, with compressor specific speed of 63, results
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in a required rotational speed of 61,400 r.p.m. Assuming a slightly lower diffuser

free speed ratio U3/CUS of 0.44 (to allow for as yet uncalculated bearing drag),

the diffuser free rotational speed was calculated to be 24,100 r.p.m.

5. ROTATING DIFFUSER MECHANICAL DESIGN

To simplify the mechanical arrangement and to avoid unknown parasitic drag effects,

it was decided early in the experimental rotating diffuser program that the front

shroud would be supported from the rear shroud by small circular cross-

section struts. Although the two shrouds need not necessarily be directly

coupled, it still appeared that the strut support configuration lends itself

best to simplicity of mechanical design and manufacturing, especially when

considering fntegration into an actual gas turbine package. The struts,

however, must be small in size to minimize drag, and yet robust enough

to support the shroud under both steady state and transient operating

conditions. For a diffuser diameter ratio of 1 3, the presence of struts tends

to slightly increase the diffuser free rotating speed and helps to offset

the retarding Influence of the support bearing drag. The steady state stress in

the circular struts is the sum of two bending stresses due to: (1) centrifugal

bending of the strut under its own mass and (2) differential radial displacement

of the two ends (s! -,uds) and axial distance between shrouds. Both stresses

increase with speed but, at a given rotating diffuoer speed, the centrifugal

bending stress decreases and the eid displacement stress increases with

an increase In strut diameter. Circultr strut etresses, calculated as a

guided cantilever beam, are shown on figure 32 as 9 function of

strut eometry of D/L 2 and diffuser tip speed. Optimum strut D/L
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is 0. 16, with a corresponding diameter of the order 0.01 inch for the

design envisioned. Fabrication of the experimental diffuser showed that

minimum strut diameters of the order 0. 030 Inchi were necessary to

ensure accurata -and fixing; thus maximum diffuser tip speed would be

limited to 750 fps, compared to a required tip speed for this design

of 970 ft. /sec. Elimination of the large displacement stresses in thc strut is

possible through uncoupling of the outer shrouds from the central disc; this

could be achieved in several ways, one of which Is shown in figure 36. The

residual stress, if complete uncoupling were possible, would be the centrifugal

bending of the strut due to Its own mass, which is almost negligible.

An alternate approach to the strut stress problem would be to use an airfoil

shaped strut or vane with a relatively high stiffness In the radial plane compared

to a circular strut. The vane camber line would be ideally positioned along the

calculated relative streamline path for the desired speed ratio, with a maximtum

thickness and fineness ratio providing no more drag than the circular struts.

Development of the vane contour would be required in an actual compressor rig,

since three dimensional flow would result in an incidence variation onto the

vanes, thereby causing different sections of the vane to operate away from the

desired "'neutral" driving mode. The t4pe of vane and diffuser geometry

recommended is shown in figure 33 and could be manufactured by integral mach-

ining of the vanes with the front and rear shrouds. The airfoil vane approach

would obviously be more practical for an actual gas turbine application and would

avoid the high circular strut bending stresses at the expense of slightly more

incidence sensitivity. The airfoil vane approach however, results in relatively
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high stresses impc ed on the vanes. A three dimensional finite element

solution of tVh vane configuration, shown in 'figure 33, was therefore conducted

to assesa vane stresses. The three dimensione. model was formed by taking a

25-degree hector of the two shrouds covering one vane spacing. Solid elements

ware used for the vanes and end fixing in the shrouds. Bending plate elements

were used for the rest of the modii. The inner diameter of the aft shroud

was constrained with a fixed radial displacement to simulate a full disc.

T7-e averagf. eftective stress in the vane and shroud sector was 85,000 and 65,000

p.s.i. respectively at 24, 100 r.p.m., for '.7/4 PH stainless steel with a U.T.S. of
160,000 p.si. Some slight reduction of the strut stress -reblem is possiLe by

decreasing the free rotational speed with eitl4 er increasing frictional

resistance on the diffuser outer shrouds or increased bearing drag. The estimated

effect of bearing drag on free rotating sEed rat~o U /A is shown on figure 34.3 (is
Nominal bearing power .s anticipated to be of the order 0.7 hp.; thus figure 34

indicates that relatively larCt increases ii bearing drag are required in order

to obtain a significant reduction in free speed ratio. A further disadvantage

t) this app "oach is tnat bearing , -sg m&t'.rializes in oil heat; thus larger oil

coolera would be requi ed. Roughenng of the stationary shrouds, is however,

quite a practical approach to Zinesse tbe free speed ratio.

6. ENGTNE •ARRN.Xc...b
A conceptual 100 kWturboalternator arraWi meat, iaoorpi.rating a single stage

centrifugal compressor and a free rotating vaneless diffu*ser developiaig an overall

stage preesure ratio o 9. 0 with an efliclonoy oi 84%, is shown in figure 35.

The compressor is rourteA back,-to-1oac:: wxth a high -t:.p.-saeed x•ngle-stage radial-

inflow turbine designed ior an overall toal--staic efficiency of 852. The free
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rotating diffuser is mounted at its hub on preloaded matched duplex angtlar

contact ball bearings, sandwiched in between the compressor and turbine,

adjacent to the main shaft roller bearing. A siaggoared labyrinth seal is

placed on the rear disc of the rotating diffuser which, together with v3nting of

the forward and rear cavities to impeller tip pressure, ro-duces the axial end

thrusttoa level compatible with bearing life requirements. The rotating diffuser

front shroud is supported by fifteen equally spaced "neutral" airfoil vanes

machined integral with the shrouds. Note that the rins of the rotating diffuser

do not require elaborate seals to prevent flow recirculation around the shrouds,

due to similar pressure gradients in the main core and side gaps. Decreasing

the free rotating speed to lass than U13/CU 3 = 0. 35 would, however, probably require

rim seals.

An alternative turboalternator arrangement, using ahe same compressor and rotating

diffuser design coupled to a two-stage lal turbine, is shown in figure 36.

This shows a rotating diffuser construction with ci•. 'ar support stuts uncoupled

from the central disc by a fledble, enivihr, thin-shell section. An a-r bearing

support system for the rotating vaneless difiuser waE briefly examined and

• ~discarded owing to i.ta cost dnd complexity. A three-pad surpIort, was envisioned

equally spaced around the circumference and fed with compressor discharge air

(after all diffusitu was completed). Drawbacks to the scheme were leakage oi

high prespure air back to the impeller tip t. .; large vd.'iation of radial gap

between the diffuser and support pad with changes ia diffuser speed. It was

therefore required to consider spring loaded air bearing pads floating with the

radial excursions of the diffuser.
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A third conceptual turboalternator arrangement is shown in figure 37, which

probably represents the ultimate in performance for a "single" stage

centrifugal compressor. The rotating diffuser, compressor rotor front shroud,

and first stage inducer are integratC.d into a single unit susperded by a

front bearing system concentric with the main inner shaft. No attempt was

made to assess the mechanical. feasibility of this system, since accurate finite

element modeling of the complex outer rotor system would require extensive time

in order to arrive at stress and distortion information. The arrangement is

presented to indicate the possible trends in advanced cem-trifugal compressor

design The rotating diffuser and inducer blading would be designed to operate

at optimum speed ratio which Is calculated to be near 0. 4, under which vonditions

the diffuser vanes would be extracting power to drive the Inducer. The relative

Hach numbers through,ut the rr-,'• Ilow path could be kept as low as 0. 7 at stage

pressure ratios up to 10:1.

Examination of the various turboalternator arrcngements reveals that performance

improvements will not be obtained without increases in complexity . probably

cost. Advanced manufacturing techniques and materials development, however,

will serve to minimize these effects, such that rotating diffuser system$ for

centrifugal compressors can establish a practical position in turbomachinery

engineering.

7. SYSTEM ROTOR DYNAMICS

The preliminary gas turbine engine design incorporating a free rotating diffuser,

shown fn figure 35, was reviewed with regard to system dynamics.

The rotating diffuser rotor i% mounted on a duplex pair o. iringe mounted back-

to-back, providing inwardly diverging contact angle lines. This bearing arrange-
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ment provides high angular rigidity and should limit rotor excursions. Ftgire

S8 gives the particulars for the diffuser rotor dynamics. The critical speed is

38,900 r.p.m. and the dynamic response with 0.003 ounce-inch unbalance Is given for

three speeds. Both the bearing loads and radial excursion are quite low in the

expected operating speed range of the diffuser.

The engine main rotor is supportsd on a ball and roller bearing combination, with

the turbine over-hung and -0e compressor straddle mounted. This rotor-bearing

configuration is a departure frim normal Solar practice, but has been used by other

turbime manufacturers. Figure 39 shows the dynamic response of the rotor over the

full range of running speed. The first and second criticals occur at 38,400 r.p.m. and

91,300 r.p.m. respectively. Bearing loads given apply for in-phase unbalance of 0.003

ounce-inch in the two balance planes of dhe compressor and turbine rotors. Radial

excursion of the turbine exducer tip is also giv-w at the first critical and at the

62,000 r.p.m. operating speed.

SYSTEM BEARING LIFE

Data from the dynamic response calculations were utilized to estimate the following

bearing lives:

Diffuser Rotor

B1 0 Life = 8200 Hours

Main Rotor Bearings

Ball B1 0 Life - 5200 Hours

Roller B10 Life - 8350 Hours

All computed life 5 aures apply for M-50 tool steel material.
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8. DIFFUSER LAG DURING STARTING

During starting, the rotating diffuier speed will lag behind, that of the main

rotor assembly from which it is mechanically independent. The lag will depend

upon the inertia of the diffuser, bearing drag, and strut aerodynamic

characteristice. Assui.Ang that the latter two effect-s are relatively small, the

speed lag of the diffuser during start can be readily calculated for a known

acceleration rate of the main rotor assembly. Figure 40 shows that with a

linear acceleration rate of the main rotor from zero to rated speed, say 60

seconds, that the diffuser will reachi rated speed 10 to 50 seconds later,

dependent upon its inertia. The estimated polar moment of inertia for the

rotating vaneless diffuser config ion shown in figure 35 is 0.01 lb.ft.sec. 2.

Speed excursions of the diffuser dif-ing on-off load transients will be

negligible, since at constant impeller speed the variation of inlet Mach number

and flow angle with load is small.

9. SUMMARY OF. DESIGN STUDY

The concept of integrating the free rotating vaneless diffuser in an advanced

100 kW gas turbine generator set is feasible and will provide performance

improvements at the expense of increased cost and complexity. The recommended

mechanical arrangement is that shown in figure 35, where the diffuser is

supported by a central antifriction bearing system. The ir •:hroud is

attached to the rear disc by fifteen airfoil shaped "neutral" vanes. Average

vane stress at deisgn speed of 24,100 r.p.m. is compnited to be 0.5 material

U. T. S. Aerodynamic and mechanical developme-.k of these vanes will require

separate compressor rig testing.
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It is estimated that the free rotating diffuser will reach equilibrium speed

35% later than the time the main rotating assembly attains rated speed. Speed

excursions of the diffuser during on-off load transients will be negligible.

10. RECGOHENDATIONS

Development of the free rotating vw.eless diffuser should be continued to

the stage of evaluating its performance characteristics in an actual high-pressure-

ratio centrifugal-compressor rig.

"* The rotating diffuser configuration recomended for test is an

Integrally uwahined assembly with fifteen (or more) airfoil shaped

"neutral" support vanes.

"* A rotating diffuser configuration, as sized in the design study, could be

readily incorporated into a new compressor rig being developed by NERDC.
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TABLE 8

ADVANCED 100 KW GENERATOR SET CYCLE ANALYSIS, SEA LEVEL AND 600

Main Rotor Speed r.p.m. 61,400

Free Rotating Diffuser Speed r.p.m. 24,100

Compressor Air Flow lb./sec. 2. 10

Conmpressor Pressure Ratio 9.0

Cv- ressor Efficiency % 84.0

Inlet Heating 0 F 10

Con•bustor Pressure Drop 3

Exhaust Pressure Drop % 2

Inlet Pressure Drop 1

Turbine Inlet Temperature 0 F 1500

Turbine Exhaust Temperature 0 F 814

Turbine Efficiency .r 85

Burner Efficiency % 97

Mechanical Efficiency % 95

Alternator Efficiency W 87.4

Output Power hp. 153.5

SFC lb./hp. -hr. 0.653

SFC lb./kW-hr. 1 0
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TURBINE INLET TEMP 1500°F
TURBINE EFFICIENCY 857. t-s
BURNER AP/P 67.
BURNER EFFICIENCY 971/6
MECH: EFFICIENCY 950/.
ALTERNATOR EFFICIENCY 87.5%

90 -

S.L. 60°F

ROTATI NG S.F.C.
D!IFFUSER LB/KW-HR

65

85- GOAL

>.

5 0- 51.15 0

w

o x 1.25

0 1

,1.404

IxI
C83

70 - STATE OF/
ART TREND/

0 5 10 15 20
PRESSURE RATIO0

Figure 30. Effect of comhpressor Efficiency ou Specific Fuel Consumption"
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OVERALL PRESSURE RATIO 9.0
IMPELLER EFFICIENCY 91.50/
ABSOLUTE AIR ANGLE IMPELLER TIP 750
STATIONARY DOWNSTREAM DIFFUSER Cp 0.7
SPECIFIC SPEED N S 65

iU.

S0.8 1.3

1.4

a x 1.5
FREE SPEED

> 85

U.)

-j

wII 075
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 4

SPEED RATIO U3/CU3

Fig'ire 31. Estimnated Efficiency, Rotating Vaneless Diffuser Compressor
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BASED) ON GUIDED CANTILEVER MODEL

200

U.T.S. 17-4 PH

S10
(I)

0 0.1 0.2 0.3~;E 0.40 0.

CENGTH 2)/

Figure 32. Rotating Diffuser Circular Strut Stresses
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0.50
,FFECT OF BEAR14G DRAG

S0.40-

0.30l
'0 2 4 6

TOTAL BEARING POWER HP

M3 = 1.3 a3 750

D4/D3= 1.3

S\.% DRIVING TORQUELL.J DI FF "eTRUTS /

DIFFUSER

RESI STI NG7. N TORQUE EXCLUDING
- BEARINGS

0 0,2 0.4 0.6 0.8
SPED iRATI 0 U3 /CU 3

Figure 34. Free Rotating Diffuser Estimated Torque Curve
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CRITICAL SPEED = 38,900 RPM
UNBALANCE = .003 OZ-IN IN-WNO PLANES

15,000 17,500 20,000
RPM RPM RPM

NO. I BRGo 1
LOAD, LBS. 1.2 1.9 2.8

NO. 2 BRG.
LOAD, LBS. 2.1 2.9 3.9

RADIAL
EXCUS .010 .013 .020
MILS

Figure 38. Diffuser Rotor Dynamics
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NOTE TYPICAL MAIN ROTOR I .004-.010 LB FT SEC 2

100

80

ROTATING

DIFFUSER I
w 60 .02

S.010
0 1 /.005

0 2LB FT SECE

,•40

TMT-0. MAIN ROTOR
SROTATING

DIFFUSER
20

TIME TO 1001,4 DIFFUSER SPEED
TIME TO 1001/6 MAIN ROTOR SPEED

Figure 40. Estimated Starting Transient, 100kW Gas Turbine with
Free-rotating Diffuser
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APPENDIX 2

ROTATING VANELESS DIFFUSER COMPUTER PROGRAM

Preceding page blank 95
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Figure 41. Rotating Diffuser: Geometry of Flow Path for
Theoretical Analysis
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C.S.M. P. -ROTATING VANELE SS DIFFUSER

COMPUTER PROGRAM NOMENCLATURE

A LZ %. 7:Nirr ATSSOLLtE. FLO~W ANGLE. ltNPDVT

S R - /rp WID~TH /rApiUT

C- A (%oI)M /(%4-o)?c)

c. :. cr/ b1z+

jC. vi A cý- L rLAC
VC.L Nc SNLLt AbotE.4A4

fMv4VS

DPPI
GAM SV-C~F,ýnEAT ATIOINPU

LAM_ IPE .- IO14P
-Ap /Vl)'ORW KI UP3



C.S.M.P. - ROTATING VANELESS DIFFUSER
COMPUTER PROGRAM NOMENCLATURE (continued)

M~C7~A /.AV cob o
mu /A RA113S RA~TIO GWul1ul

N C.-TA v) COL-
r4u lbi CIX / CU2. TA~IGMTIAI. VELOCITY/ RATIO

ps P/Im PRE-S-URE RA-flQ
ppsa pha is 1;

Abz Val ý,UF t ofT'LT~
SPLC. (PZ- P)/P-2 4ý) PRFSSURE. LOS COP-r-F 0111hIT
TftWk (T. LfZ) IT?. 19M-P RSE iRAMOc 013PUT

T P. 2- TZTVtAp VxATlc
"T SI P. 6 TEMp AMrno

TTS -T/ r60T(HP ) ( A r4f

;v C



C. S.M. P. - ROTATING VANELESS DIFFUSER EQU)ATIONS4,A )V to I
Id/L 2m a, ___

- (t-r)~ , cot (~2(3 o-

iL

(OLk A14 C C.2I )
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ROTATING VANE LESS DIFFUSER- COMPRESSIBLE FLODW

IN IT IAL
CB=-CF/BR2
CD= CAM-1.
CTA2= i./TAN4(AL2/5?.296)
MC 2 S'=m C ?*% 2
CE= I. +CT A2aCTA2
CA=Ce*mr:2S/CE
CCz GAM*.mC2S*CTA2/CE
TR&2=?C2S#eCD!2,I.o
PPS2=rR2,**ICA~'fCD)

CYNAMICa
'4U=TIME+l. Re
N0= MlJNUtMU b

CTA=NCT A/Nt!
ALF=57.2q6'*ATAN4( ./CTA)
MC=SOQT (2./CUO.(TlS-1.1)
PipSzTTS**t CAPt-/CD)
SOIC= IPPS2-PPS*PSP2)/1PPS2-1.)
ITR='4UN'IJ-I.
7 TT 2.=TR2,CAtLAM* ITR
TST2=rTr2-CA*VC/2.
TTS=TTT2/TST2
.TPR4TTT2/TR2-le

WnpuK~=CR*MU*VA*SQR.T( l..Vt3VB)
V A=KU-LA%I*MU
V 8aVA.?NCTA
VC=t4U* (ItiJ+NCTA*CTA)
XMN(T A=VCZStNCTA* IVCDMUl'JU*t CD*VA.CAM*NCTA/vB)I
DMNCT A=XANCTA/ ttN.CTA*NCTA*'4C2S- TST2*CE !
iDPS P2-CC/,'!Uh'U* (VC/\ICTA+DMUNU/va-nlYCTA)

MICTA- 1%TrXL(CTA2.DrýNCTAl
PSfP2= 1,NTGRL I I.trPSP2)

METHOD R'(SFX
TTP4E 0ELT=.OO5,PPDFL=I VIN'TYma
PA 1 NT MUtALF9AC# SPLCtSPR't ,IaRI1V"
PARAM G A'4= 1.31) 5
PARAM AL2Z65..
PARAM CF .005
PARAM L"A x 9 *2,49,.6)
PARAM *3R2u.!1161
PAQAkM MC2-soS
TITLE MATrING VANJELESS DIFFUSER -COMPRESS10LE FLCW*
PAR AMETE~R STUDY. END
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